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User’s Guide: 
GOMA-CAT Monitoring & Metadata Catalog 

System Overview 
The Monitoring and Metadata Catalog known as “GOMA-CAT” is an intuitive, web-based, interactive system that 

provides ready access to information about monitoring sites and management areas on the Gulf Coast, first in 

Alabama and Florida but envisioned to include all five Gulf states. 

The primary users of the system are anticipated to be Gulf of Mexico Alliance (GOMA) partners, but the GOMA-

CAT website also will be available to the public. Users of the system will be able to access project information 

that includes links to web-accessible datasets/products when these exist. Users will be able to view interactive 

maps of project location(s) and view/download detailed information about projects and monitoring sites. Pro-

ject information will be searchable, providing both map-based and form-based discovery tools. 

Project Goals: 
• To facilitate data sharing and collaboration among GOMA partner agencies; 

• To assist GOMA Priority Issue Teams in meeting their goals as set forth in the Governor’s Action Plan III for 

Healthy and Resilient Coasts, 2016-2021; 

• To promote the best use of the information that already exists in distributed databases;  

• To foster GOMA partnerships by encouraging the adoption of uniform data standards/formats; 

• To enhance public education and awareness about historic and ongoing monitoring efforts by GOMA part-

ners. 

Related Catalog Projects: 
The GOMA-CAT Metadata Catalog (“Catalog”) shares a database and design characteristics with two similar 

web-based metadata catalogs. The “Water-CAT” catalog has information about water quality, hydrology, and 

bioassessment monitoring projects occurring throughout the state of Florida and is funded by the Florida De-

partment of Environmental Protection and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The “Terra-CAT” catalog 

has information about habitat and species monitoring in Florida, focusing on Species of Greatest Conservation 

Need, and is funded by the Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission Florida Wildlife Research Institute 

and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. Depending on their geography and topic of focus, organizations and/or pro-

jects may be listed on the websites of one or more of these catalogs, but would have only a single entry in the 

database. 

List of Metadata Elements 
The Catalog includes information about monitoring organizations, their projects, monitoring locations, and the 

types of data being collected. 

For monitoring organizations, name and website URL is stored. Each monitoring organization may be associated 

with one or more projects. Each project has associated with a spatial footprint (polygon) that contains all moni-

toring locations. 

Project attributes include name, description, sampling design, monitoring frequency, project contact infor-

mation, activity dates, and location to access project data. Also recorded for each project are the habitat(s) and 
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species being monitored; one or more habitat types may be specified, and one or more individual species and/or 

categories of species (“saltwater fish”, “reptiles”, e.g.), and one or more keywords describing what characteris-

tics of habitat/species are being monitored (abundance, vegetation density, percent cover, species diversity, 

e.g.). Every effort will be made to minimize the number of “required” metadata elements, to encourage partici-

pation by metadata providers. 

Monitoring location attributes will include spatial information including datum and method (as available), sta-

tion type (aquatic, terrestrial, or coastal), and dates of monitoring. Location information for individual monitor-

ing sites will be aggregated to create a polygon that defines the spatial extent of the project.  

Detailed information about metadata elements, including domains and data types, is in the Appendices. Appen-

dix A lists the metadata elements being collected. Appendix B lists valid domain values for metadata elements. 

Appendix C has a glossary for selected metadata elements related to habitats and species.  

Database Schema 
A conceptual schema for the GOMA-CAT metadata catalog is shown in Figure 1. Appendix D has a more detailed 

Entity Reference Diagram that shows the database tables used to implement the schema and how they are 

linked. Those tables that are used by the Catalog (as opposed to the Water-CAT or Terra-CAT catalogs) are 

marked with a green check mark in the diagram. The property “SiteID” is used to identify which table entries are 

associated with each catalog. 

Routine updates to the database may be performed by registered users using an admin system. Bulk uploads 

must be performed by direct manipulation of the SQL database. 

A separate geospatial database is used to contain geolocation for monitoring locations and to associate them 

with projects. The geospatial database is shared with the Water-CAT and Terra-CAT catalogs.  
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Figure 1. Generalized GOMA-Cat Schema. 

Viewing Catalog Contents 
Organization Details 
The “Organization Details” page displays the URL of an organization’s website, a list of its projects, and contact 

information if available. See Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Example Organization Details Page. 

Project Details 
The “Project Details” page displays the following information about a project: 

• Name and description 

• Status and dates of activity 

• Contact information for project manager 

• Monitoring methodology and frequency 

• Number and general location(s) of monitoring locations 

• A list of keywords that describe monitored parameters/types of data being collected 

• The habitat(s) where monitoring is being performed 

• The plant and species being monitored, if any 

• Links for obtaining more project information and/or project data, if available. 

The page includes a map showing the location of the project. Figure 3 shows an example Project Details page. 
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Figure 3. Example Project Details Page. 

Station Details 
The “Station Details” page describes where monitoring is taking place. It also lists the project(s) with which the 

monitoring location is associated. Monitoring locations may be individual sample sites (points), transects (lines), 

or areas (polygons). See Figures 4 and 5. Currently there are no transect monitoring locations in the Catalog. 
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Figure 4. Example Station Details for a point location 

 

Figure 4. Example Station Details for a polygon location 
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Browse/Search Functionality 
Browse Organizations 
Use this function to see a list of organizations represented in the Catalog, including the number of projects asso-

ciated with each. You can filter the list of organizations that are displayed by typing into the text box; it is case-

insensitive and will match text anywhere in the organization name. See Figure 6. Click on the name of an organi-

zation to view its Organization Details page.  

 
Figure 6. Browse Organizations. 

Browse Projects 
Use this function to view a list of all projects in the Catalog, with columns displaying selected attributes for each. 

Click on the column headings to sort the table by a particular attribute. Type into the case-insensitive Text 

Search box to filter the list; projects where the title or description contains the text specified will be shown. Use 

the dropdown filters to display with the selected attribute value. Click on a project name to open a details page 

with information about the project, or on an Organization Name to get details about the sponsoring organiza-

tion. See Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Browse Projects 

Tabular Search 
To search for projects that have a particular combination of attributes, complete and submit the Search form. 

The form has a combination of dropdown menus, predictive typeahead text boxes, and checkboxes. All search 

selections are optional. Select value(s) for the project attributes of interest and click the Submit button. The 

search will return a list of projects with all of the specified attributes (an “AND” search). You may specify more 

than one value for some attributes; for those, an “OR” search is performed. For example, a user might search for 

projects that are monitoring vegetation in terrestrial habitats in Mobile or Baldwin Counties: “Species Category” 

is “Vascular Plants” AND Habitat-Type is “Upland” AND County is “Mobile (AL)” OR “Baldwin (AL)”. See Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8. Tabular Search Examples (Excerpt from Search form) 

Submitting the search form will display a table of search results as shown in Figure 9. To change the search se-

lections, click the “Modify Search Criteria” button to return to the search form. Your prior selections will be re-

tained. The results table contains a list of projects that satisfy the search criteria. Use the dropdown menu to 

control the number of projects displayed per page, and the column headings to the sort the results, just as you 

did on the Browse Projects page. Clicking on the name of the project will open the Project Details page for that 

project. Clicking on the name of an organization will open the Organization Details page for that organization. To 

download a comma-separated or tab-delimited file that lists metadata for all projects listed, use the green 

“Download” button. To download metadata for a single project, click the “Download” link in the right-hand col-

umn of the table. 
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Figure 9. Example Search Results 

Map Browse/Search 
The interactive map displays polygons that represent project boundaries. It has controls typical of interactive 

maps that allow you to change the map extent by “zooming” and “panning”. 

You can browse projects by panning and zooming the map to find project boundaries (gray polygons) and moni-

toring locations (green polygons). Clicking on one of these will open a pop-up with details about the project as-

sociated with the monitoring location. 

To search for projects on the map, open the search menu panel. There is a tab in the center of the left edge of 

the screen that lets you show/hide the menu. The search menu has three tabs: By Shape, By Value, and Results. 

To search for projects based on their geographic location, use the “By Shape” tab. Click on the desired shape 

(point, line, polyline, rectangle, ellipse, custom polygon) and draw on the map to find projects within/near the 

shape; these will be shown on the Results tab. Normally the search will happen immediately once you draw a 

shape. To instead draw multiple shapes in order to search in more than one area, select the “Enable multi-part 

graphics” checkbox and make as many selections as desired. Then click the “Search” button. You can add to or 

remove from your current search results by making a selection from a dropdown menu. See Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Search “By Shape” tab 

To search for projects using criteria other than geographic location, use the “By Value” tab. Make a selection 

from the drop-down menu to choose whether you want to search for projects using one attribute, or many. 

Make selections for any of the criteria that are of interest. If no value is given for an attribute, “any value” is as-

sumed. When you have specified values for more than one attribute, you can search for projects that have ANY 

of the criteria you selected, or ALL of them. To search just on the area of the map currently visible on the screen, 

check the “Limit search to map extent” box. When you click the “Search” 

button, the projects that satisfy your criteria will be shown on the Results 

tab. As on the search “By Shape” tab, there is a dropdown menu that al-

lows you to add to or remove from your results on sequential searches. See 

Figure 11. 

You can combine geographic (“By Shape”) and non-geographic (“By Value”) 

searches. To do so, make selections on the “By Value” tab, but instead of 

clicking the “Search” button, choose the “By Shape” tab and check the “In-

clude text query in selection criteria” box. Then do a geographic search as 

described above, by drawing a shape on the map, to find projects in a par-

ticular area or areas of the map. Those projects listed on the Results tab 

will satisfy the criteria selected on the “By Value” tab AND be in the geo-

graphic area(s) you selected. 

The results of your search will be shown on the Results tab. Clicking on a 

project in the tab will select it and change the map extent to that of the 

project. To remove individual projects from the results, click on the “X” 

next to its information. Use dropdown menu on the upper-right of that tab 

to do any of the following: 

• “Zoom To” will change the extent and scale of the map so that it 

shows just the envelope around all the project(s) in the Results list. 

• “Pan To” also changes the extent to show the current Results, but it 

does not change the map scale. 

• “Flash” helps you identify which project areas are in the Results by 

briefly highlighting (flashing) them. 
 

Figure 11. By Value search options 
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• “View in Attribute Table” will display information about the Results project locations at the bottom of 

the screen in a table.  

• “Clear Results” will reset the search so that you can begin a new one. 

Show/hide the Attribute Table by clicking the control at the center bottom of the screen. Each row in the Attrib-

ute Table represents a monitoring location, so there may be more than one row for a given project. You can sort 

the rows by clicking on the column headings. By default, the Attribute Table has one tab with metadata, “Project 

Polygons”. When there are active search results, they are shown on a second tab labeled “Search Results: 

GOMA-CAT Projects”. See Figure 12. To select a project row, click to the left of the row; select multiple projects 

by holding down the Shift or Ctrl keys and clicking. Use the “Clear Selection” button undo your selections. The 

“Filter by Map Extent” button shows project rows only for those projects that are within the current map view.  

Use the “Options” menu to modify what is shown in the Attribute Table. Choose “Show/Hide Columns” and then 

check/uncheck column names to make selected columns visible. Choose “Filter” to show only rows with particu-

lar attribute value(s) (Filtering is available only for Project Polygons, not search results). To download the con-

tents of the Attribute Table to a comma-separated text file, choose “Export all to CSV”. See Figure 13. 

 
Figure 12. Attribute Table controls  

Catalog Admin 
Registered Catalog metadata providers can use the admin system to log in with a username and password in or-

der to update information about their project(s). Admin functions include creating/editing/deleting organiza-

tion, project, and project location metadata.  

User Login 
To make changes to the metadata, a user must log in to the system with a username and password. (See Figure 

There are two levels of user access control, “Metadata Provider” and “System Administrator”. The former has 

permission to make changes to metadata associated only with predetermined organization(s), those assigned by 

the System Administrator. The System Administrator has permission to make changes to all information.  

Once a user has successfully logged in to the system, they can change the account password and update account 

information as shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Account management options 

Admin Portal 
The main page of the admin system displays a summary of the metadata in 

the catalog, as well as links to access and manage it. The Admin Portal page 

displays a summary of the number of all organizations, projects, and monitor-

ing locations in the Catalog. It also displays a summary of catalog entries that 

are managed by the user in various categories, with links to access each cate-

gory. See Figure 14. 

System Administrator Functions 
Users with System Administrator privileges can click the “Users” link to 

edit/create/remove user accounts; this includes choosing which organiza-

tions’ information a Metadata Provider can change. System Administrators 

can create/edit/delete metadata for any organization. System Administrators 

can also use the admin to manage the text on selected pages of the GOMA-

CAT website. See Figure 15.  

 
Figure 15. GOMA-CAT pages with editable text 

 
Figure 14. Metadata categories 
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Metadata Provider Admin Functions 
Those with Metadata Provider user access will be able to create, edit, and delete metadata associated with se-

lected, predefined organization(s). To set up a Metadata Provider account, contact the System Administrator. 

Editing Project Metadata 
To make changes to project metadata, log in to the system and then click the Projects link under “Quick Links” in 

the Admin Portal. A list of projects in the database will be displayed. To add a project, click the “Create New” 

button. An online form will open; enter the information about the project. Some project metadata items have a 

“controlled vocabulary”; these may be edited using dropdown menus or typeahead text boxes that limit your 

selections to accepted values. For information about the metadata elements in the form, please see Appendices 

A through C. Spatial data for the project must be added separately. See below for the process to do so. 

To edit metadata for a project already in the database, select Projects from the Admin Portal page. Use the Text 

Search filter to display the project of interest in the list. Each project has Edit, Details, and Delete links.  

The number of monitoring locations associated with the project is given; to view these, click the “View” button. 

In addition to viewing the monitoring location list, you can add or remove monitoring locations as well. Monitor-

ing locations must already be in the database in order to be added to a project. 

Editing Monitoring Location Metadata 
To make changes to metadata for monitoring locations already in the catalog, log in to the system and then click 

the Stations link under “Quick Links” in the Admin Portal. A list of monitoring locations in the database will be 

displayed. An online form will open, allowing you to make changes to the information about the station. Some 

station metadata items have a “controlled vocabulary”; these may be edited using dropdown menus or 

typeahead text boxes that limit your selections to accepted values. For information about the metadata ele-

ments in the form, please see Appendices A through C. The “Create” monitoring location option can be used to 

add point locations to the database only. Spatial data for a transects and polygons must be added separately. 

See “Adding Spatial Data” below for the process to do so. 

Bulk Upload of Metadata 
Currently bulk upload of metadata requires direct manipulation of the SQL database. Users should compile 

metadata and submit it by email to the system administrator. Users should assemble metadata in an Excel 

spreadsheet with 10 worksheets as follows: 

1. Organization metadata (name, URL, abbreviation) 

2. Project metadata (organization, name, description, start/end dates, contact information, etc.) 

3. Monitoring Sites (individual point monitoring locations) 

4. Projects and associated Project Location(s) (named geographic locations) for each 

5. Projects and associated Habitat Type(s) for each 

6. Projects and associated Habitat Class(es) for each 

7. Projects and associated Species Categories (birds, mammals, invertebrates, etc.) for each 

8. Projects and Species monitored for each  

9. Projects and Monitoring Site(s) for each 

10. Projects and associated Keywords for each 

A spreadsheet template can be downloaded from the FAQs page of the GOMA-CAT website. It has blank work-

sheets as above with columns for each field, and reference worksheets with suggested values for domain-limited 

fields. See Appendix A and Appendix B for more information about metadata fields and domain values. 
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Spatial data for each project should be submitted separately from the spreadsheet. Preferred formats include 

zipped shapefiles, KML, or lists of coordinates (latitude/longitude including datum), but any format will be ac-

cepted.  

The fields in the geospatial database are shown in Figure 16. Values for the fields highlighted in yellow will come 

from the metadata spreadsheet. The fields highlighted in green will come from the separately provided spatial 

data. 

 

Figure 16. Geospatial Database Fields 

Limitations 
Each project may be associated with only one sponsoring organization. 

For spatial display, all site, transect, and area monitoring locations for a project will be aggregated and shown on 

the map application as a single project boundary. 

While a project may sample different characteristics at different frequencies, the project metadata allows only 

one frequency to be recorded, that which is most common or significant.
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Appendix A: Definition of GOMA-Cat Metadata Elements 

Metadata elements are given in Appendix A. Domains for individual metadata elements are given in Appendix B. 

Metadata Element Name 
Required 

(Y/N) 
Definition 

Domain Limited 

(Y/N) 
Information Level 

Organization Name Y Organization overseeing monitoring project collecting information 

at the station. 

Y Organization 

Organization website N Website address (URL) that provides information about the organi-

zation 

N Organization 

Organization Contact Name N Person or department name to contact about projects. N Organization 

Organization Contact Email N Email address of the Organization Contact N Organization 

Organization Contact Phone N Phone number of the Organization Contact N Organization 

Project Name Y Monitoring project collecting information for a dataset. A dataset 

can belong to many projects overseen by the same organization, or 

other projects overseen by other organizations. A single project can 

be coordinated by multiple organizations. 

N Project 

Project Design Methodology N Strategy to meet the goals and objectives of the project. Y Project 

Project Description Y Brief summary of the project or data set, reason for information 

collection.   

N Project 

Project URL N Website address (URL) that provides information about the project N Project 

Station Name N Full name of the site or station. N Station 

Station ID N Code or identifier used as the station identifier within the data pro-

vider’s internal database. 

N Station 

Station Description N Description of the site or station. Additional station information 

may be entered here.  

N Station 

Project Geodata Y Geographic information describing the location of the project: a 

combination of points, lines, and polygons 

N Project 

Location-Place N Descriptive field for identifying general locations.  Y Project 
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Metadata Element Name 
Required 

(Y/N) 
Definition 

Domain Limited 

(Y/N) 
Information Level 

Habitat Type Y Describes the high-level habitat type(s) in which sampling is being 

performed for a project 

Y Project 

Habitat Class N Describes the specific habitat type(s) in which sampling is being 

performed for a project  

Y Project 

Taxon-Guild N Describes a category of species being studied by a project Y Project 

Species Monitored N Describes an individual species being studied by a project N Project 

Parameter-Keywords Y 

 

Describes the characteristics of the habitat(s) or species being mon-

itored 

N Project 

Project Start Date Y Date when monitoring began for the project. N Project 

Project End Date N Date when monitoring ended, or is anticipated to end. N Project 

Project Status Y Indicates whether a project is ongoing or complete (active or inac-

tive). 

Y Project 

Sampling Frequency N The most common or most significant time interval between a pro-

ject’s sampling events, as determined by the data provider. 

Y Project 

Data URL N Address (URL) for a web page, FTP site, or other online location for 

obtaining data from the project. 

N Project 

Data Source Name N Name associated with the Data URL. N Project 

Contact Name Y Name of contact person affiliated with project. N Project 

Contact Address Y Mailing address of contact person affiliated with project (including 

city, state, and zip code). 

N Project 

Contact Phone Y Phone number of contact person affiliated with project. N Project 

Contact Email Y Email address of contact person affiliated with project. N Project 

XY Datum N The horizontal reference for measuring locations on the Earth’s sur-

face. 

Y Station 

Location Collection Method N The method or mechanism used to derive the horizontal measure-

ments.  

Y Station 

Z Datum N The vertical reference (elevation) for measuring locations on the 

Earth’s surface. 

Y Station 
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Metadata Element Name 
Required 

(Y/N) 
Definition 

Domain Limited 

(Y/N) 
Information Level 

Z Datum Method N The method or mechanism used to derive the vertical measure-

ments. 

Y Station 

County N The name of the county where monitoring is being performed. Y Station 

Station Type N The type of station where data collection is performed. Y Station 

Sampling Design N Type of sampling/monitoring activity Y Project/Station 

Station Start Date N Date monitoring activity started at a station for a particular project. N Project/Station 

Linkage  

Station End Date N Date the monitoring activity ended or is anticipated to end at a sta-

tion for a particular project. 

N Project/Station 

Linkage 
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Appendix B: Domain Values for Metadata Elements 

Metadata Element Name Domain Values 
Multiple Values Al-

lowed? (Y/N) 
Notes 

Project Design Methodology Deterministic; 
Probabilistic; 
Other; 
Unknown; 
Not Reported 

N Indicates whether randomization, either spatial or temporal, is in-
corporated in the project’s design. 
Not a required field. 

Habitat Type Upland; 
Riverine; 
Palustrine; 
Lacustrine; 
Estuarine; 
Marine Nearshore; 
Marine Offshore; 
Marine Oceanic 

Y High-level habitat description. These are “Aquatic settings” de-
fined by the RESTORE Council Monitoring and Assessment Pro-
gram (CMAP). See Appendix C for definitions. 

Habitat Class Agriculture; 
Artificial Reef; 
Barrier Island; 
Beach/Dune; 
Coral Reef; 
Deep Sea Benthic Communities; 
Emergent Marsh; 
Forest; 
Hard Bottom; 
Karst/Barren; 
Mangrove; 
Oyster/Bivalve Bed; 
Sargassum/Floating Macroalgae; 
Shrub/Grassland; 
Tidal Flat; 
Urban; 
Water Column 

Y Detailed habitat types, as defined by the RESTORE Council Moni-
toring and Assessment Program (CMAP). See Appendix C for defini-
tions. 
Not a required field. 
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Metadata Element Name Domain Values 
Multiple Values Al-

lowed? (Y/N) 
Notes 

Taxon-Guild Amphibians; 
Birds; 
Freshwater Fish; 
Freshwater Invertebrates; 
Mammals; 
Marine Fish; 
Reptiles; 
Terrestrial Invertebrates; 
Bacteria; 
Fungi; 
Nonvascular Plants; 
Vascular Plants; 
Protists 

Y Indicates the category or categories of taxa being monitored. See 
Appendix C for more information. 
Not a required field. 

XY Datum CAC – Cape Canaveral, 
HARN – High Accuracy Reference Net-

work, 
HPGN – High Precision GIS Network / 

High Precision Geodetic Reference, 
NAD27 – North American Datum of 1927, 
NAD83 – North American Datum of 1983, 
WGS84 – World Geodetic Survey of 

1984, 

N Not a required field. 

Location Collection Method ADDM – Address Matching,  
AGPS – Autonomous GPS,  
CALC – Calculated by GIS Software, 
CSUR – Cadastral Survey, 
DGPS – Differentially Corrected GPS 

(USGS coordinate datum code “D”), 
DMAP – Digital Map Interpolation (USGS 

coordinate datum code “N”), 
DPHO – Digital Aerial Photography With 

Ground Control, 
GGPS – Geodetic Quality GPS, 
LORN – LORAN-C Navigational Device 

(USGS coordinate datum code “L”),  
MMAP – Manual Map Interpolation 

N Domain values need review for sufficiency and clarification/defini-
tion. In particular, there should be some indication of the accuracy 
of each, or a data source/reference that defines each method. 
Not a required field. 
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Metadata Element Name Domain Values 
Multiple Values Al-

lowed? (Y/N) 
Notes 

(USGS coordinate datum code “M”), 
MPHO – Manual Aerial Photography 

With Ground Control, 
OTHR – A Method Not Listed, 
PARC – Parcel Matching 
SATI – Satellite Imagery With Ground 

Control, 
T – Transit, theodolite, or other survey-

ing method,  
TOWN – Township / Range Matching 
WGPS – GPS with Wide-Area Augmenta-

tion Service Correction, 
UNKN – Unknown Method, 
ZIP2 – ZIP Code + 2 Segment Centroid, 
ZIP4 – ZIP Code + 4 Segment Centroid, 
ZIPC – Zip Code Centroid 

Z Datum LTD – Local Tidal Datum; 
NAVD88 – North American Vertical Da-

tum of 1988; 
NGVD29 – National Geodetic Vertical Da-

tum of 1929; 
OTHER – Other; 
SEALV – Elevation from Mean Sea-Level; 
UNKWN – Unknown 

N Not a required field. 

Z Datum Method Altimetry; 
Classical Surveying Techniques; 
GPS Carrier Phase Kinematic Relative Po-

sition; 
GPS Carrier Phase Static Relative Posi-

tion; 
GPS Code (Pseudo Range) Differential; 
GPS Code (Pseudo Range) Precise Posi-

tion; 
GPS Code (Pseudo Range) Standard Posi-

tion (SA Off); 

N Domain values need review for sufficiency and clarification/defini-
tion. In particular, there should be some indication of the accuracy 
of each, or a data source/reference that defines each method. 
Not a required field. 
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Metadata Element Name Domain Values 
Multiple Values Al-

lowed? (Y/N) 
Notes 

GPS Code (Pseudo Range) Standard Posi-
tion (SA On); 

Leveling-Non Bench Mark Control Points; 
Other; 
Photogrammetric; 
Precise Leveling-Bench Mark; 
Topographic Map Interpolation; 
Trigonometric Leveling 

Station Type Terrestrial; 
Aquatic; 
Coastal; 
Other; 
Not Applicable 

N Not a required field. 

Sampling Design Fixed Station; 
Random; 
Stratified-Random; 
Transects 

N Not a required field. 

Station Status Inferred Active; 
Inferred Inactive; 
Active; 
Inactive 

N Definitions of “Inferred Active” and “Inferred Inactive” to be deter-
mined programmatically based on last known activity date; GOMA 
to determine definition of Active/Inactive. 
Not a required field. 

Sampling Frequency Continuous (sampled more frequently 
than daily); 

Discrete - Sampled Tidally; 
Discrete - Sampled Daily; 
Discrete - Sampled Weekly; 
Discrete - Sampled Monthly; 
Discrete - Sampled Quarterly; 
Discrete - Sampled Semi-Annually; 
Discrete - Sampled Annually; 
Discrete – Triggered (sampling due to 

condition or event); 
Discrete – Varied (sampling frequency 

has changed); 
Discrete – Other (Sampling frequency 

N Not a required field. 
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Metadata Element Name Domain Values 
Multiple Values Al-

lowed? (Y/N) 
Notes 

that is not addressed by any of the 
other items in this list); 

Varied (sampling frequency can include 
both continuous and discrete moni-
toring); 
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Appendix C: Glossary 

Habitat Types (Aquatic Settings) 
Habitat Type Definition 

Upland Environment above the extreme high water spring (EHWS) level (FGDC-STD-0004-2013). 

Riverine The Riverine System includes all wetlands and deepwater habitats contained within a 
channel, with two exceptions (1) wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, persistent emer-
gents, emergent mosses, or lichens, and (2) habitats with water containing ocean-derived 
salts of 0.5 ppt or greater (FGDC-STD-0004-2013). 

Palustrine The Palustrine System includes all nontidal wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, persis-
tent emergents, emergent mosses or lichens, and all such wetlands that occur in tidal ar-
eas where salinity due to ocean-derived salts is below 0.5 ppt. It also includes wetlands 
lacking such vegetation, but with all of the following four characteristics (1) area less than 
8 ha (20 acres); (2) active wave-formed or bedrock shoreline features lacking; (3) water 
depth in the deepest part of basin less than 2.5 m (8.2 ft) at low water; and (4) salinity 
due to ocean-derived salts less than 0.5 ppt (FGDC-STD-0004-2013). 

Lacustrine Environment associated with lakes; areas of lakes with less than 30 percent areal cover-
age by trees, shrubs, and persistent emergents. In areas with a greater than 30 percent-
age of vegetative cover, the Palustrine classification should be used. May be tidal or non-
tidal, but ocean-derived salinity is less than 0.5 ppt (FGDC-STD-0004-2013). 

Estuarine The Estuarine System is defined by salinity and geomorphology. This System includes tid-
ally influenced waters that (1) have an open-surface connection to the sea, (2) are regu-
larly diluted by freshwater runoff from land, and (3) exhibit some degree of land enclo-
sure (FGDC-STD-018-2012). 

Marine  
(General information at right, 
See Aquatic Settings below) 

The Marine System is defined by salinity, which is typically about 35 ppt, although salinity 
can measure as low as 0.5 ppt during the period of average annual low flow near fresh 
outflows. This system has little or no significant dilution from fresh water except near the 
mouths of estuaries and rivers. The Marine System includes all non-estuarine waters from 
the coastline to the central oceans. The landward boundary of this system is either the 
linear boundary across the mouth of an estuary or the limit of the supratidal splash zone 
affected by breaking waves. Seaward, the Marine System includes all ocean waters. The 
marine zone includes three subzones based on depth range (i.e., Marine, nearshore; Ma-
rine, offshore; and Marine, oceanic). (FGDC-STD-018-2012). 

Marine nearshore (0-30 m 
depths) 

Marine area extending seaward from the landward limit to a depth of 30 m. 

Marine oceanic (100/200-
11000 m depths; deep ocean) 

Marine area of the open ocean extending seaward of the continental shelf break to the 
deep ocean. Depths of 100-200 m or more. Salinity levels of typically 36 ppt (FGDC-STD-
018-2012).

Marine offshore (30-100/200 
depths; cont. shelf break) 

Marine area extending from a depth of 30 m to 100-200 m, i.e., the transition between 
continental shelf and continental slope (FGDC-STD-018-2012). 

References: 

Federal Geographic Data Committee. 2012. Coastal and Marine Ecological Classification Standard. FGDC-STD-

018-2012. Marine and Coastal Spatial Data Committee, Federal Geographic Data Committee, Washington, DC.
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States. FGDC-STD-004-2013. Second Edition. Wetlands Subcommittee, Federal Geographic Data Committee and 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington, DC. 

Habitat Classes 
Habitat Class Definition 

Agriculture Land areas used for the cultivation or breeding of animals and plants to provide food, fiber, 
medicinal plants and other products to sustain and enhance life 

Artificial reef An underwater structure built by humans to promote marine life. 

Barrier island A long broad sandy island lying parallel to a shore that is built up by the action of waves, cur-
rents, and winds and that protects the shore from the effects of the ocean. 

Beach/dune The area above the low-water mark extending across the the backside of the associated sand 
ridges, which may/may not be vegetated. 

Coral Reef Ecosystems held together by structures formed by the growth and deposition of calcium car-
bonate by coral. 

Deep sea benthic commu-
nities 

The assemblage of organisms that live in and above the sediments forming the deep ocean 
floor, including corals, worms, clams, crabs, lobsters, sponges, and microorganisms. 

Emergent marsh An area of low-lying land dominated by erect, rooted, herbaceous rather than woody plant 
species that is flooded in wet seasons or at high tide, and typically remains waterlogged at all 
times. 

Forest A large area dominated by trees. The Aquatic Setting will define wetland versus upland for-
ests. 

Hard bottom Nearshore/offshore areas dominated by a hard substrate. 

Karst/Barren Includes barren rock outcrops (exposures of rock, either natural or due to mining or construc-
tion), and karst formations (caves and sinkholes). Sinkholes may be barren, grass- or water-
filled, or forested. 

Mangrove Coastal wetlands dominated by mangrove species. 

Oyster/Bivalve bed Large aggregations of aquatic mollusks that have a compressed body enclosed within a 
hinged shell; can occur in either fresh or marine environments. 

Sargassum/Floating 
macroalgae 

Genera of large brown algae that float in island-like masses 

Shrub/Grassland Non-saline, shrub and/or grass-dominated sections of the coastal plain, generally associated 
with the occurrence of heavy clay soils. 

Soft bottom Nearshore/offshore areas dominated by a soft substrate. 

Submerged aquatic vege-
tation (SAV) 

Benthic macroalgae and aquatic plants that grow to the surface of the water but do not 
emerge from it. Seagrasses are submerged monocotyledonous plants with narrow grass-like 
leaves often occurring in dense underwater meadows. Benthic macroalgae are large aquatic 
photosynthetic organisms attached to the benthos and often occurring in dense beds. Can 
occur in both freshwater and saltwater. 

Tidal flat Unvegetated coastal wetlands within/slightly above the intertidal zone, usually characterized 
by mud deposited by tides. 
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Habitat Class Definition 

Urban Land areas used primarily for human settlement, often with large population sizes and infra-
structure built on the environment 

Water Column Conceptual column of water that extends from the water’s surface to porewater amongst 
sediment grains and groundwater 

Taxa Groups 
Taxa Group Kingdom (for information only) 

Marine Invertebrates Animals 

Freshwater Invertebrates Animals 

Terrestrial Invertebrates Animals 

Mammals Animals 

Birds Animals 

Freshwater Fish Animals 

Marine Fish Animals 

Amphibians Animals 

Reptiles Animals 

Protists Protists 

Bacteria Bacteria 

Vascular Plants Plants 

Nonvascular Plants Plants 

Fungi Fungi 
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GOMA-CAT Basic Project Metadata Submission Form 

Organization Name*: 

Organization URL*: 

Project Name*: 

Project Information :

Project URL: 

Design Methodology: 

Description*: 

Start Date*:

End Date: 

Status*: 

Sampling Frequency: 

Theme(s)*:

Project Contact:

Name*: 

Address*: 

Phone*: 

Email*:
Required items are marked 
with an asterisk (*)

Assessment

Management

Restoration

Other

This form is to be used to provide basic information (metadata) about projects that are to be included in the online 
Gulf of Mexico Alliance Monitoring Catalog, aka "GOMA-CAT". Optionally, more detailed information about the 
project may be submitted separately, including:

• Additional project location(s)/date(s)
• Detailed geospatial information (Shapefile, polygon coordinate pairs, and/or list of latitude/longitude

pairs describing point sampling locations)
• Habitat class(es) (more granular detail than habitat types)
• List of species (or genera, or families) being monitored

Data URL:

Data Source Name:

Questions about how to submit metadata should be directed to the USF Water Institute: (813) 974-0309 
or waterinstitute@usf.edu.

Organization Information: 
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Upland

Riverine

Palustrine

Marine Nearshore 

Marine Offshore

Marine Oceanic

Project Taxa*:
Please indicate what taxa group(s) are being monitored. (Optionally, you may separately provide to us a taxonomic 
list of species, genera, or families that are the subject of the project's monitoring.)

Amphibians

Birds

Freshwater Fish

Freshwater Invertebrates

Mammals

Marine Fish

Marine Invertebrates 

Reptiles

Terrestrial Invertebrates

Bacteria

North Latitude:

Lacustrine 

Estuarine

West Longitude:

Required items are marked 
with an asterisk (*)

Fungi 

Nonvascular Plants 

Vascular Plants

Protists

Project Location(s)/Study Area:
If monitoring is being performed in one or more named places (Wildlife Management Area, State or National Park, 
named water body, etc.), please indicate where, and the dates of monitoring at each location. If monitoring is ongoing 
at a location, its end date may be left blank.

Location #1: 

Location #2: 

Location #3: 

Location #4: 

Location #5: 

Project Bounding Box:
As an alternative to providing bounding-box coordinates, you may submit separately a shapefile or a simple list 
of coordinate pairs (i.e., decimal latitude/longitude) that describe a polygon.

Start Date End DateLocation Name

East Longitude:

Project Habitat Type(s)*:
Please indicate in which aquatic settings monitoring is being performed by this project.

Agriculture

Artificial Reef

Barrier Island

Beach/Dune

Coral Reef

Karst/Barren

Mangrove 

Oyster/Bivalve Bed 

Emergent Marsh 

Shrub/Grassland 

Deep Sea Benthic Communities 

Sargassum/Floating Macroalgae 

Submerged Aquatic Vegetation 

Urban 

Water Column

Project Habitat Class(es)*:
Please indicate in which specific habitat categories monitoring is being performed by this project.

Soft Bottom

Forest

Tidal Flat

Hard Bottom

South Latitude:
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Species:
If applicable, please list those species being monitored. Scientific name (Genus-species or Genus spp.) is preferred.
Species:
If applicable, please list those species being monitored. Scientific name (Genus-species or Genus spp.) is preferred.

Notes/Comments:
You may use this space to provide any additional information about the project or its metadata that you would 
like to communicate to the GOMA-CAT team.
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